Dear Parents,
We would like to share with you that both our half-day and fullday kindergarten programs offer opportunities for children to
explore Language Arts, Math, Science, Social Studies, Health,
Art, Music, P.E., and Library in an integrated way throughout
their day. In addition, the very important aspects of social,
emotional, and physical development will be emphasized in both
settings.
The children who attend the full-day session have more time, of
course, to explore these areas at school. However, children
attending half-day kindergarten will be participating in activities
in all curriculum areas too. As parents in the half-day program,
you will be supporting the extra exposure, practice, and
enrichment your child may need.
We believe that whichever program you have decided best suits
your child and family will offer a kindergarten program that
assists the development of your child and helps ready them for
first grade.
Your Kindergarten Teachers

THE DEVELOPMENTALLY APPROPRIATE
CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT
• Supports and allows for the full range of developmental levels in the
classroom.
• Facilitates and encourages children's movement, peer interaction,
and active learning.
• Enables children to work independently and in small groups, as well
as in a whole class group.
• Is safe...cognitively, physically, emotionally, and socially.
• Is comfortable... a true "living room" for growth and development.
• Is rich in materials and projects that will stimulate children's inner
curiosity and desire to learn.
• Has a variety of learning areas... clearly organized, with defined
boundaries, and clear expectations.
• Has both quiet and non-quiet areas.
• Has a central meeting area for whole class participation, direct
instruction, and planning.
• Provides a print-rich environment with a wide variety of writing,
drawing, and reading materials readily available.
• Has children's products prominently displayed.
• Includes beauty... for the eye and the ear.

LANGUAGE ARTS
Reading:
1. Children will be exposed to a variety of good literature.
2. Children will have opportunities to explore a variety of good literature.
3. Children will have a variety of experiences to enhance their phonemic
awareness (oral language), i.e. rhyming, beginning and ending phonemes.
4. Children will be introduced to letter names, letter shapes, and letter sounds and
given opportunities to practice all three. (written language and phonics).
5. Children will be introduced to concepts of print, i.e. front an back over, authors
and illustrators, directionality, differences between a letter, word, and sentence.
6. Children will be introduced to and have various opportunities to practice story
sequencing, i.e. beginning, middle, end and what makes sense.
Writing:
7. Children will be introduced to and given opportunities to practice the writing
process at their developmental level, i.e. using pictures and letters/text to
convey meaning.
Speaking:
8. Children will have the opportunity to verbally share their ideas in a variety of
situations, i.e. weekly sharing, small group cooperative projects, whole group
discussions, and one-on-one social situations.
Listening:
9. Children will be specifically taught the skills of listening, i.e. attending to the
speaker, body control, turn-taking, raising hand, etc.
10. Children will have the opportunity to listen to and act upon simple multi-task
directions in a variety of situations to demonstrate their processing abilities.

Are Kindergartners Ready for Print?
By Linda Karges Bone
A good friend called me this morning to complain about her son’s kindergarten teacher. The
conversation went something like this:
“I cannot believe the simple, childish activities that Brad’s teacher is doing with the children. Brad
is reading for goodness sakes! You know how smart he is…in fact he has been reading since he was
four and a half. I just don’t understand why the teacher won’t arrange for Brad to go into a first
grade class for his reading lessons. What a waste of time! What do you think?”
My response went like this:
“Brad is a bright child. Very bright. But I think you might be a bit hasty in your dismissal of the
teacher’s seemingly silly and trivial activities. Brad is ‘becoming’ a reader…and that is a process
that takes time and besides there are many more aspects to the kindergarten program than just
reading.”
Interruption:
“But I told you. Brad is already reading…”
My response:
“Sure. Brad can read isolated words, especially high visibility words like as, is, was, to, like, mom,
boy, girl, dog, cat, run…isn’t that right?”
Response:
“Yes, of course.”
My response:
“Reading is more than drill and word recognition. Brad does recognize a good many words, but
there’s more to it than that.”
Response:
“Like what?”
My response:
“Like becoming a Reader and a Writer, learning to predict outcomes, rhyming words, sentence
structure, left to right format of words on a page, paragraphs, sentences, periods, questions marks,
exclamation marks, capitals, sounding out unknown words, what makes sense… shall I go on?”
Response:
“Gee, I didn’t know it was that complicated. So, are you saying that these songs and storytelling
and dictating stories are good ideas?”
My response:
“Not just good ideas, but essential needs for emerging readers. Brad’s teacher sounds great.”
Response:
“Thanks, Linda. I feel a lot more comfortable now. I think I’ll call Brad’s teacher and thank her for
helping these uh…emerging readers.”

There are thousands of parents and teachers who are rushing four-and five-and six-year old
children into an unnatural kind of reading curriculum that targets “skills only”. Phonics and sight
words become the only curriculum. As a result of this skewed approach, children become confused
and lose confidence in themselves. The eager youngster who loved words, songs, poetry, and stories
may turn into a silent, frustrated child who sees himself as not understanding this reading game.
What happened?
I am convinced that we are neglecting some very simple, yet essential, steps in the process of
nurturing “emerging readers”. These are the parameters that should be considered in preparing
kindergartners for the printed world:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Children need to spend time handling books. They need to recognize the “concepts of print”—
front from back, and to hold a book properly.
Children need to become familiar with terms such as pages, left, right, title, author, illustrator,
beginning, middle, and end.
Children need to spend time listening to stories, so that they learn to recognize pauses, stops,
exclamations, questions, and sounds that make a piece of literature unique.
Children need to have opportunities to write about what they have seen, heard, read, or listened
to. The link between writing and reading must be established early and in a natural, unforced
manner.
Children need to have many opportunities to respond to open-ended questions that allow them to
predict outcomes, evaluate a character’s behavior, or choose between imaginary and real events.
Children need to have many opportunities to respond to specific questions that allow them to
identify characters, setting, describe a sequence of events, or define situations using their own
language.
Children need to play games that offer opportunities to distinguish capital from lower case
letters, periods from commas, words from letters.
Children need to dictate stories to an adult, at least once each week. This is essential for the
child to understand that his language can become words and that these words can become print.
Children need to be held and cuddled by their parents or caregivers while stories are read
aloud. This is essential for the child to have a close, warm feeling about books and language.
Children need access to and time for books. This means that books and children’s magazines
must be plentiful and varied, and television, video tapes, and computers do not unduly compete
for the child’s attention.

Unlike most of the educational jargon that comes down the pike, I really like the term “emerging
reader”. It gives credence to the belief that reading is a process, a fluid dynamic process that
carries the young child from receptive language to expressive language, to reading, to writing. It is
a long and complex journey, but a delightful one for the child who is relaxed and ready. Are
kindergartners ready for print? Not the world of print just dominated by phonetic skills…but
certainly ready for a world of rich, vibrant words, songs, stories, poetry, and adventure. That is
the real world of the emerging reader.

Portraits of Learners in Reading
Preconventional
Preconventional learners display curiosity about books and reading. They enjoy listening to
stories and have favorites. They also enjoy holding the book and turning pages. They may talk
about the story and label and comment on the pictures. They are interested in environmental print
such as favorite restaurant signs, traffic signs, and cereal boxes. These children know some letter
names. Many go through this stage before kindergarten.

Emergent
Emergent learners are curious about reading and see themselves as potential readers. They may
role-play themselves as readers. They rely on pictures to tell the story but are beginning to focus
on print. During read-aloud, they may chime in with a familiar or predictable word or phrase.
Also, after hearing pattern, rhyming or predictable books many times, they may memorize them.
They also may enjoy rhyming and playing with words. They will recognize familiar words such
as their names or favorite places. They know some letter sounds. Children at this stage are highly
motivated and may move through this stage rather quickly
.
Developing
Developing learners see themselves as readers and read simple word pattern books such as
consonant-vowel-consonant word rhyming books. They know most letter sounds and recognize
simple words such as: it, dog, cat, and, the, etc. They now merge print and illustrations to build
meaning. They can retell the main idea of a story. This is another stage that children may pass
through quickly.

Beginning
Beginning learners rely on print more than illustrations to create meaning. They understand basic
punctuation such as periods, exclamations, and question marks. These students can read earlyreader books such as I Can Read books or Dr. Seuss books. Later on in this stage they will read
harder early-reader books such as Little Bear or Frog and Toad books. During silent reading
time, these students may initially browse, but gradually are able to silent read for five minutes or
more. They may take a developmental leap as they integrate reading strategies (sentence
structure, meaning, phonetic clues). They know many words by sight. They are able to retell the
beginning, middle, and end of stories. This is an exciting stage, however it may take significantly
longer to move through than earlier stages.
Expanding
This is a practicing and stretching stage. These students may read known and predictable
favorites while also stretching into a variety of new materials. They may read beginning chapter
books such as Polk Street Series. They may also read non-fiction materials, comics, magazines
such as New True Books, Ranger Rick magazines or Garfield. They now silent read for a longer
period (ten minutes or more). They use a variety of reading strategies independently. These
students may make connections between reading, writing, and experiences. For example, after
hearing the story, Charlotte's Web, the child may be inspired to write about a special
relationship. These students are also able to retell plot, characters, and events of stories they read
or hear. They can recognize different types of books such as non-fiction and fiction and humor.

Portraits of Learners in Writing
Preconventional
At this stage the children play at writing (scribble writing) and make random letters. The children
may add these "words" to pictures to build meaning about their pictures. They may tell lengthy
stories about their pictures.
Emergent
The children see themselves as writers. They may write their name and some familiar words in a
way that others may understand. One or two letters, usually initial or ending consonants may
represent a whole word. They often use letters to label pictures. They will pretend to read their
own writing, often elaborating to make a story.
Developing
Students clearly attempt to write with some recognizable letters and perhaps a few familiar
words. They will use beginning, middle and ending sounds to make these words. For example,
learn might be LRn. They often interchange upper and lower-case letters. They begin to write
noun-verb phrases such as MI DG PLS (My dog plays). Their work looks like writing. For
example, the writing goes across the page and begins to include spacing. They are able to read
their own writing aloud for at least a short time after writing, but later may not remember what
they intended.
Beginning
Students write about immediate experiences that self and others can read. They begin to write
recognizable short sentences with some descriptive words. They use some capitals and periods,
but not always in the right place. Many letters are formed legibly. Some words are spelled
phonetically, and some are correct. They often start a story with “Once upon a time” or finish
with "The end." Children may revise by adding on.
Example:
Once apon a tim ther wuz a Huntr he whent hunting evryday.
(Once upon a time there was a hunter. He went hunting everyday.)
Expanding
Students often write about their experiences and interests. They begin to consider audience by
adapting the tone to suit their purpose. For example, in a Halloween story, word choice,
characterization and plot will be different when written for a kindergartener than for a peer.
Pieces contain a beginning, middle and end which may be elaborated with description and detail.
They enjoy reading their stories and are able to offer specific feedback to peers. Their editing
skills continue to grow, though are still fairly inconsistent. Students usually no longer labor over
the physical act of writing. Many common words are spelled correctly, however, inconsistencies
frequently occur.

Stages of Writing

1.

Stages
Pictures

(I like trees.)

2.
(I like trees.)

3.
(I like trees.)

4.
(I like to color.)

5.
(I have a pretty cat.)

6.
(I play in my front yard.)

7.
(I got a skateboard for Christmas.)

8.
(My favorite food is apples and macaroni.)

9.

Scribble
writing
Random
letters
Random and
initial
Initial
consonants
Initial and
Final Sounds
Vowel sounds
appear
All syllables
represented
Multiple
related
sentences and
many words
with correct
spelling

Dear Family,
We'd like to tell you a little more about the D'Nealian Handwriting Program. After
all, the more you know about it. the more you can help reinforce the program's
teaching methods and goals.
Your child has not been given rigid rules for how to sit, hold a pencil, position the
paper, and so on. This is all part of D'Nealian's relaxed, personal approach to
handwriting. Encourage your child to find the posture, grip, and slant that feels the
most comfortable. Isn't that what you do when you write?
Just as some people are right-handed and others are left-handed, no two people's
handwriting is the same. That's why your child is not bften given machine-made
letters to trace over. Instead, your child is shown a letter—the letter a, for
instance—told how to form it, and then given the goal of producing a legible,
acceptable letter a. Legibility is always the key to "correctness." Is the letter a
clearly an a? Or could it be confused with other letters? If it's clearly an a, it's
acceptable.
Because most D'Nealian letters are formed with continuous strokes, your child is
developing an easy, natural writing rhythm. This, in turn, helps children control the
size and slant of their letters. But don't expect too much too soon. Consistency
takes time and practice to achieve. Encourage your child to keep working at it!
You may be surprised and pleased to see your child is not writing oversized "baby"
letters on widely spaced lines. It has been found there is no reason for children to
write on anything other than normal paper from the beginning. Not only can
children handle it, it makes them feel more “grown-up”.
If you’d like to know more about the D'Nealian Handwriting Program or see it in
action, please feel free to get in touch with us.

(over)

BAINBRIDGE ISLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 303
Dear Parents:
Below is the D’Nealian manuscript handwriting alphabet used in our school
district. When your child wishes to practice at home, please encourage him/her to
use these letter forms.
Your encouragement and interest will greatly aid your child’s writing progress.

0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Abcdefghijklmnopqrst
uvwxyz

MATHEMATICS
Dear Parents,
We use a mathematics program called Bridges in Mathematics
published by The Math Learning Center in Oregon. It is designed to help
your child learn a wide range of mathematical concepts as well as insuring
knowledge of basic arithmetic skills. This program is based on current
research evaluating the most effective ways to teach young children
mathematics. It facilitates the development of children’s mathematical
thinking and reasoning abilities by providing age-appropriate problems and
investigations in the areas of: geometry, sorting and classifying, patterns,
graphing, measurement, money, estimating, counting forward and backward,
number recognition, number writing, one to one correspondence, simple
adding and subtracting, and problem solving.
The children become actively involved with concrete materials and
make many discoveries using pattern blocks, unifix cubes, geoboards,
games, a variety of measuring devices for comparing weight, length, and
volume, and other fun manipulatives even including their snacks. The first
few weeks will be a period of exploring in our math program. During this
period the children become familiar with the learning materials, observing
likenesses and differences in color, size, shape, weight, and number. They
share discoveries and ideas with one another and learn to share the
classroom space and materials. They also learn to work cooperatively in
small groups.
To encourage the development of appropriate math
vocabulary, we will help the children put their ideas and discoveries clearly
into pictures and words.
This is a quote from the NCTM (National Council for the Teaching of
Mathematics):
“A developmentally appropriate curriculum encourages the exploration of a wide
variety of mathematical ideas in such a way that children retain their enjoyment of,
and curiosity about, mathematics. It incorporates real-world contexts, children’s
experiences, and children’s language in developing ideas. It recognizes that children
need considerable time to construct sound understandings and develop the ability to
reason and communicate mathematically. It looks beyond what children appear to
know to determine how they think about ideas. It provides repeated contact with
important ideas in varying contexts throughout the year and from year to year.”

Making Sense of the NCTM Vision
In March 1989, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) issued
curriculum and evaluation standards for school mathematics. These standards
proposed significant changes in mathematics instruction, grades K-12, and in the
evaluation of learning that occurs in the classroom. These standards were the
result of three years of planning, writing and consensus building among a variety
of stakeholders, including the membership of the NCTM.
More than ever before, students need to be prepared for a rapidly changing society.
The effects of technological innovation will continue to permeate every aspect of
life, and, as a result, the mathematics needed to function in society will also
continue to change. Even today, computational skills alone are not enough to
guarantee success, because students need mathematics that will help them interpret
and adjust to a transformed society. In the 21st century, understanding mathematics
will be an ingredient for success in many fields.

Program Organization
The NCTM documents identify thirteen standards, which need to be included in
mathematics instruction. In addition, the Washington State Commission on
Student Learning organizes their academic learning requirements for mathematics
using five unifying concepts and five essential learning areas. The Bainbridge
Island Mathematics K-5 Curriculum incorporates these national standards and the
State’s requirements. It is organized around four unifying concepts:
•
•
•
•

Problem-Solving
Communication
Reasoning
Connections

and five mathematical strands:
•
•
•
•
•

Number Sense
Measurement
Spatial Sense
Probability and Statistics
Patterns and Functions

A SHIFT IN TEACHING PRACTICES
Increase

Decrease

TEACHING PRACTICES
Use of manipulative materials
Cooperative group work
Discussion of mathematics
Questioning and making conjectures
Justification of thinking
Writing about mathematics
Problemsolving approach to instruction
Content Integration
Use of calculators and computers
Being a facilitator of learning
Assessing learning as an integral part of instruction

TEACHING PRACTICES
Rote practice
Rote memorization of rules and formulas
Single answers and single methods to find answers
Use of drill worksheets
Repetitive written practice
Teaching by telling
Teaching computation out of context
Stressing memorization
Testing for grades only
Being the dispenser of knowledge

MATHEMATICS AS PROBLEM SOLVING
Word problems with a variety of structures and solution paths
Every day problems and applications
Problemsolving strategies
Openended problems and extended problemsolving projects
Investigating and formulating questions from problem situations

MATHEMATICS AS PROBLEM SOLVING
Use of cue words to determine operation to be used
Practicing routine, onestep problems
Practicing problems categorized by types

MATHEMATICS AS COMMUNICATION
Discussing mathematics
Reading mathematics
Writing mathematics
Listening to mathematical ideas

MATHEMATICS AS COMMUNICATION
Doing fillin the blank worksheets
Answering questions that need only yes or no responses
Answering questions that need only numerical responses

MATHEMATICS AS REASONING
Drawing logical conclusions
Justifying answers and solution processes
Reasoning inductively and deductively

MATHEMATICS AS REASONING
Relying on authorities (teacher, answer key)

MATHMATICAL CONNECTIONS
Connecting mathematics to other subjects and to the real world
Connecting topics within mathematics
Applying mathematics

MATHEMATICAL CONNECTIONS
Learning isolated topics
Developing skills out of context

A SHIFT IN TEACHING PRACTICES (continued)
Decrease

Increase
NUMBERS/OPERATIONS/COMPUTATION
Developing number and operation sense
Understanding the meaning of key concepts such as: place value,
fractions, decimals, ratios, proportions, and percents
Various estimation strategies
Thinking strategies for basic facts

NUMBERS/OPERATIONS/COMPUTATION
Early use of symbolic notation
Complex and tedious paper and pencil computations
Memorizing rules and procedures without understanding

GEOMETRY/MEASUREMENT
Developing spatial sense
Actual measuring and the concepts related to units of measure
Using statistical methods to describe, analyze, evaluate, and make
decisions

GEOMETRY/MEASUREMENT
Memorizing facts and relationships
Memorizing equivalencies between units of measure
Memorizing geometric formulas

STATISTICS/PROBABILITY
Collection and organization of data
Using statistical methods to describe, analyze, evaluate, and make
decisions

STATISTICS/PROBABILITY
Memorizing formulas

PATTERNS/FUNCTIONS/ALGEBRA
Pattern recognition and description
Identifying and using functional relationships
Developing and using tables, graphs, and rules to describe situations
Using variables to express relationships

PATTERNS/FUNCTIONS/ALGEBRA
Manipulating symbols
Memorizing procedures and drilling

EVALUATION
Having assessment be an integral part of teaching
Focusing on a broad range of mathematical tasks and taking a holistic view
of mathematics
Developing problem situations that require applications of a number of
mathematical ideas
Using multiple assessment techniques, including written, oral, and
demonstration formats

EVALUATION
Having assessment be simply counting answers on tests for the sole purpose
of assigning grades
Focusing on a large number of specific and isolated skills
Using exercises or word problems requiring only one or two skills
Using only written tests

Science Instruction in Kindergarten
In Kindergarten our two science modules are: TREES—Life science strand, and
WOOD AND PAPER—Physical science strand. The thinking processes
emphasized in the Kindergarten modules are: Observing, Comparing and
Communicating.
The following science information comes directly from the FOSS science
curriculum manual:
“FOSS – the Full Option Science System – springs from a philosophy of learning
at the Lawrence Hall of Science that has guided the development of successful
active-learning science curricula for more than 25 years. The FOSS developers
are dedicated to the proposition that elementary students learn science best by
doing science. Teachers and students do science together when they open the
FOSS kits, engaging in enduring experiences that lead to deeper understanding
of the natural world.
GOALS OF THE FOSS PROGRAM:
FOSS has set out to achieve three important goals.
1. SCIENTIFIC LITERACY: Provide all students with science experiences that
a. are appropriate to their cognitive stages of development and
b. serve as a foundation for more advanced ideas that prepare them for life
in an increasingly complex scientific and technological world.
2. INSTRUCTIONAL EFFICIENCY: Provide all teachers with a complete,
flexible, easy-to-use science program that
a. reflects current research on learning, including collaborative learning,
student discourse, and embedded assessment, and
b. uses effective instructional methodologies, including hands-on active
learning, inquiry, integration of disciplines, and content areas, and
multisensory methods.
3. STANDARDS –BASED SCIENCE: Meet the community scienceachievement standards and societal expectations for the next generation of
citizens, prepared with the knowledge and thinking capacities to manage the 21st
century.”
The best way for students to appreciate the scientific enterprise, learn important
scientific concepts, and develop the ability to think well is to actively construct
ideas through their own inquiries, investigations, and analyses. The Full Options
Science System (FOSS) was created to engage students in these processes as
they explore the natural world.”

YOU CAN HELP AT HOME
1. Read to your child everyday.
2. Provide your child with simple clothing that he/she can
manage independently including shoes safe for running.
3. Discuss with the teacher any information that will help better
understand your child and attend all Parent-Teacher Conferences.
(Oct. and March)
4. Give your child simple jobs and responsibilities such as doing
errands, putting away toys, caring for pets, or a family chore.
5. Be consistent in discipline. Provide appropriate limits and
consequences. Do encourage self-control, consideration and respect
for others.
6. Monitor suitable television programs and balance TV/computer time
with outdoor play.
7. Go over your child's work with them when they bring it home. Praise
and Display! Talk about your child's day with him/her. Please check
their backpack daily for communications from school.
8. Make sure your child gets enough sleep and a healthy breakfast
before school.
9. Let your child observe you reading, writing, and solving problems.
10. Remember that the most important thing you can give
your child is TIME, including a special time each night to share a

story together.

About the Report Card *
This report card is based on a commonly agreed upon set of grade level expectations that are
aligned with state standards. The report card does not compare your child to other children in
the classroom, but rather compares your child’s work to his/her grade level’s criteria for success
. . . These standards are based on district content standards and are aligned with the State’s
Essential Academic Learning Requirements . . . This report card is an assessment of what your
child has learned and achieved at specific times in the school year. It is based on observations,
daily work, projects, and individual assessments.

Please keep in mind:
A “4” means that a student is doing excellent work. When a child receives a “4,” it means that
he/she is consistently demonstrating a high level of proficiency or knowledge. If a student earns
a “4,” he/she understands the concept or skill that has been taught and has taken the concept or
skill to a level of understanding or proficiency beyond what is normally expected at that grade
level during this term.
A “3” is a grade both students and parents should be proud of. A “3” means that a student’s
work consistently meets grade level expectations. A ”3” also means that, during this term, the
student demonstrated he/she understands the assessed concepts and can apply that
knowledge appropriately.
A “2” means . . . progress has been made, but because of one or more reasons (lack of
understanding, maturity, consistency, for example) he/she is not yet doing “3” work. A “2”
covers a broad spectrum, from those students who are making slow, steady progress to those
who are making faster progress, but are not consistent enough to be earning a “3”.
A “1” means there is reason for concern. If your student receives a “1,” it means that he/she
demonstrates difficulty understanding or achieving grade level knowledge and skills. The
student, parents, and teachers should be working together to ensure the student moves towards
grade level standards.

In addition, in the section that is used to assess behaviors and skills that support learning, a
different grading system is used: “+” (Consistently), “/” (Developing), or “-“ (Area of Concern).

* Adapted for Kindergarten from the Bainbridge Island School District Report Card Handbook.

YOU MIGHT LIKE TO STAPLE YOUR CHILD’S
CLASS LIST HERE:

